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Delivered by Helen Laird, District Commissioner
2016 was another busy year for all our Beavers and their faithful leaders within all of our
5 Beaver Colonies.
In February Beavers, parents and families joined together with Cubs from the District for our
2nd Annual Winter Walk! We started and finished the walk at Derwenthaugh Country
Park, Winlaton Mill. We walked along the Derwent Walk, visited Hollinside Manor, walked
across the viaduct, found the wood sculptures in Thornley Woods, all before lunch!
We stopped for lunch at the Thornley Woodland Visitor Centre, we made bird
feeders (thanks to Alan Aydon for his grateful help and assistance) and then headed off to
the bird hide, then off we went into Thornley Woods, for the remainder of our adventure.
We walked over 8 miles on the day, with perfect weather and everyone in good spirits. Our
leader in charge for the day was Alan Carlton.
March saw a large amount of Beavers, parents and their families join the District Swim.
On 21st April 2016, a number of Beavers from across the District, joined members of the
local community at St Cuthbert’s Church, Blaydon.
This was to mark the occasion of our Queens 90th Birthday. Throughout the country 1000
beacons were being lit at the same time. Blaydon had the honour of having one of these
beacons which was on proud display outside St Cuthbert’s Church for everyone to see.
St Georges Day Service at Centenary Church was well attended by Beavers and families.
May is traditionally the time for District Beavers Sleepover and this year over 25 Beavers
from across the District arrived at Gibside’s Estate for their sleepover in their residential
block.
They enjoyed walking, den building, making mouse houses, joining in singing around a camp
fire and toasting marshmallows. Thanks to Mick Wilkes for helping us out with our evening
activities.
A new opportunity to join other uniformed organisations came up in May 2016. Beavers
visited Beamish for the day with their families and then took part in a huge parade with
other Beavers, Cubs & Scouts; Brownies, Guides and other organisations, with over 1000
people in the parade. Beavers also took the opportunity to cook twists and toast
marshmallows on a camp fire in the Pit village which was being run and organised by a
number of leaders from our District only.
In June Beavers from around the District boarded a coach and headed off for a day of
adventure to the County Beaver Picnic at Moor House. Beavers from around the County
were there for a fun day out too.
It was a busy day with toboggan runs, bouncy castles, bouldering wall, crafts and activities
for everyone to enjoy. Everyone stops for lunch at the same time – hence the “picnic”. We
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all enjoyed a sing song at the end of the event and a lot of sleepy young people on the coach
returning home!
District family Camp was held in July and a large number of regular attendees and a lot of
new Beavers and their families joined in too.
One July evening, Beavers from across the District, ventured into Chopwell Woods for some
outdoor fun.
They built dens, had a treasure hunt, followed blindfold trails and stomped on balloons!
They all got the opportunity to enjoy and share a picnic during this event too.
Into September and Beavers got the opportunity to Bell-boat on the River Tyne.
3 sessions were arranged throughout September and everyone enjoyed their time on the
water, paddling upstream and downstream – racing against another boat!
Pantomime is the last event for 2016 and over 200 people many of them Beavers, parents
and families enjoyed yet another successful production at Tyne Theatre, Newcastle.
2017 is now up and running and has started off as busy as ever for all our Beaver Scouts – as
usual!
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Delivered by Helen Laird, District Commissioner
2016 was destined to be a fantastic year for all our Cubs, as it was the biggest year
ever! 2016 meant it was time for - #Cubs100. An entire year to celebrate 100 years of Cub
Scouts!
So it started well for Cubs, with them joining other Cubs and Beavers from around the
District on the shared Winter Walk in February.
The event was led by District Scouter Alan Carlton and a huge amount of leaders supported
this event including Alan Aydon, Dave Mitchell and Don Fairless with Bobby the dog! They
all ensured nobody, got left behind! The walk went from Derwenthaugh Country Park, onto
the Derwent Walk, through Thornley Woods in a gigantic loop and was a total of over
10km. There were over 75 people who attended this event and everyone made it back in
one piece and in good spirits. A hot drink and refreshments were available at the end of the
walk for everyone.
March saw a number of Cubs join the District Swim.
April 2016 was the time for the first #YouShape event and our District Youth Commissioner
Jamie, arranged a fun session just for Cubs.
Cubs had the opportunity to tell leaders what they liked / disliked about programme ideas,
activities and events. Those that attended were also given free rein on deciding what the
#Cubs100 party should look like later in the year. All their ideas and suggestions were taken
seriously.
St Georges Day Service was well attended by Cubs, most of those attending being able to
carry their Sections flag at some point; probably for the first time.
In May some Cubs from the District visited Beamish for a day; on the weekend
of Beamish’s Empire and Flag event, dedicated to uniformed youth organisations. Those
that attended helped Blaydon leaders with the camp fire and showed other young people
how to make twists and how to toast marshmallows! They then joined around 1000 people
in various uniforms in a parade from the Town through into the Pit Village.
May also saw the biggest Cubboree in Durham Scout County!
To celebrate 100 years of Cub Scouts; over 700 Cubs descended onto Moor House, for a 3
night camping extravaganza. All the Cubs had free range of all the adventurous activities
provided throughout the day and well into the night too.
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We had a large number of Cubs attend from the District and all came back exhausted
after having the best time ever – supported the entire weekend by their leaders and GSL’s
who attended with them. Leaders returned exhausted too!
District Family Camp was held in July and a large number of regular attendees and a lot of
new Cubs joined in too.
One sunny, midge filled evening in July, Cubs and their leaders from across the District,
ventured into Chopwell Woods for some outdoor fun. It is a number of years since a similar
event took place, so it was nice to try something new for our Cubs with 2016 being such a
special year.
They built dens, had a treasure hunt, followed blindfold trails, toasted marshmallows,
cracked codes, used mirrors and so much more. They all got the chance to grab a snack and
something to drink and seemed to have great fun – unless the midge’s got them!
September and Cubs got to take part in an event that has not been running for a very, very
long time! District Cub Camp 2016 was held at Dilston Scout Camp.
Cubs from every group attended for 2 nights under canvas. With leaders in abundance to
help set up the camp and stay to run the activities. Special recognition goes to Kit Carson,
Colin Hurst and Peter Jensen. Also special thanks go to Chopwell Scout Leader Paul Thomson
who was able to give additional help to Cubs at BP memorial visit and also to assist with
camp fire set up and associated activities.
Cubs took part in a range of activities during camp, many to try and incorporate a number of
Activity badges and also requirements to go towards their Challenge badges too. They took
part in team games, built fires, made twists, made kites and lots of other creative activities
outdoors. They ate hot dogs and doughnuts; take away pizza and chips. They even played
Bingo and loved it!
On the Saturday morning shortly after flag break and the best Grand Howl the District had
seen for years; they had to pack their day sacks with sandwiches and other lunch treats; fill
their water bottles and prepare for adventure away from the camp site.
They were taken by minibus and dropped off for a short walk to the BP memorial,
near Humshaugh (site of the first Scout Camp) and then had an exciting hike back towards
camp. For many, this was the first hike they had ever been on and everyone did
exceptionally well. They walked 8km.
It was reported from those that attended Cub Camp, just before they left – “Cub camp was
better than Family Camp!” “Brilliant!” “Lots of fun!” ”Loved the fire!” “I like making twists!”
“When can we come again?”
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First weekend in December, Cubs joined other young people from our District at the
pantomime, over 200 young people and adults from the District had a lot of fun.
Pantomime is usually the last event of the year, but not for 2016!
Cubs ascended on the Winlaton Centre on Friday 16th December for the biggest nonstop birthday party ever!
The ideas and activities to take place were agreed earlier in the year at the #YouShape event
for Cubs.
Cubs were able to enjoy a non-stop party from 6pm Friday all the way through until 10am
Saturday. The Cubs enjoyed a disco, bouncy castles; outdoor cooking including dough twists,
marshmallows and chocolate bananas.
There was face painting, animals including a huge tortoise, crafts, games and a sports hall
with activities all through the night. We even had our own cinema with films running
through until breakfast.
There were over 50 Cubs attending and it was counted only 15 actually got some sleep
during the event! There was food available all through the night with hotdogs, pizza, chips,
sweets, and crisps for everyone.
Cubs were supported by a great bunch of leaders who kept going through the night to make
sure the Cubs party really was the best ever – thanks leaders!
2016 was an amazing year for Cubs in Blaydon District and 2017 looks like it could be a
whole lot of fun too!
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Delivered by Howard Gilfillan, Assistant District Commissioner
(Scouts)
The Scout Section consists of 5 troops
• Blaydon
• Chopwell
• Crawcrook
• Ryton
• Winlaton
All of whom are led by dedicated and caring leaders. It is my continued pleasure to work
alongside such a selfless group of people. Scout section numbers continue to rise and
currently stand at 102 Scouts (64 Male- 62.7% and 38 Female -37.3%) a rise of over 21% on
the previous year and a 36% from 5 years ago in 2012. The quality of the programmes being
delivered within the individual troops is undoubtedly the key factor in recruiting and
retaining such numbers
The District Scout competitions remain ever popular events and support the work carried
out on a weekly basis in the retention of young people within the movement.
First Aid – 17th April 2016
The event was held for the very first time in a relatively quiet part of the National Trust’s
Gibside Estate at Rowlands Gill. Everyone reacted very well to the change of venue and the
event proved to be a great success. Six teams took part (3 from Winlaton), representing 4
Troops
Chopwell
140 2nd
(Finn)
Winlaton (Georgia) 144 1st
Winlaton (Kayleigh) 138.5 3rd
Winlaton (Emile)
127 4th
Blaydon
89
6th
(Ryan)
Ryton
119 5th
(James)
Max Poss
210
Six elements of First-Aid as well as three rescue skills were assessed as Scouts visited six
checkpoints around a 3km course with refreshments provided at the finish point. My thanks
to all who helped stage the event
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Thunderbird – October 1st/2nd October 2016 – the 53rd Thunderbird
The event was held in the Blanchland Moor and Blanchland village area terminating within
Slayley Forest. As in the previous year it was successful in many respects and even more so
as the weather conditions were once again favourable, The event was fantastically well
supported In total 47 Scouts plus 22 Leaders/Network/Helpers and 14 Explorer
Scouts/Young Leaders attended the weekend. All were to be applauded for their
efforts/endurance and spirit which contributed greatly to the overall success of the
competition. There were 32 checkpoints, 35 separate written orders and 64 scoring
incidents. Ten teams took part in the competition, double that of the previous year
representing all five troops.
For the tenth year running the Community Hall was booked for the weekend, which again
proved to be a very useful facility.
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Joe Stobbart Trophy – Ellie Coates (Ryton)
The Crazy Bird – Ted Fisher (Crawcrook)
The event was well managed by all those involved and hopefully enjoyable for all the
participants. My special thanks to all who helped and gave up their time to make the 2016
event such a success. As usual with an event of this scale a number of issues were
raised which will require further attention prior to the 2017 competition.
Kirby Shield District Camping Competition- 18th /19th June 2016
With a significant shift in emphasis brought about by the desire of Network members to
take full control and re-vamp our oldest district competition, Kirby Shield 2016 proved to be
one of the most successful and rewarding ever staged.
This year’s event was also blessed with good weather and as a consequence it produced a
very good competition between the seven teams present. Significantly all 5 troops were
represented.
Great credit must go to David Below and his Network colleagues for delivering such a great
experience for the Scouts and providing extensive feedback to Troops through a very
comprehensive summative report
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The teams were assessed on the following;
• Initial Inspection - Uniform/Smartness/ Equipment Inspection
• Leadership/Teamwork/Timing
• Setting up site – layout/tents/kitchen/food storage/menu/camp gadgets
• Evening meal/Breakfast and Lunch
• Preparation/cooking
• Timing/efficiency
• Presentation/quality
• Scouts Own – Contribution
• Noise levels
• Plus a variety of Scouting skills
Results
Troop
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3rd =

3rd =

5th =

5th =

7th

Well done to everyone who took part. Well done and thank you to all those people who
made this possible.
County/National
Troops have also been kept up to date with County/National matters as appropriate mostly
via e-mail and District Meetings.
The Scout Section is open and ready to respond to all new proposed initiatives placing
young people’s views at the centre of our planning and provision. To this end meetings have
already been held to make our District events more appropriate, appealing and inclusive.
Finally my thanks to my wife Claire for all her help and support, and to all those people who
have helped me to stage events throughout the year, Parents, Helpers, District Officers, the
Scout Section Leaders and particularly Helen Laird in her second year as DC. I look forward
to an equally positive 2017 with many changes anticipated and in operation.
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Delivered by Colin Hurst, District Explorer Scout Commissioner
Blaydon Districts Explorer Scout Unit continues to go from strength to strength with
over thirty young people registered with the Unit. It is refreshing that whilst the Scout
Groups across the district continue encourage their scouts to move on up to the next
stage of their scouting careers, the Unit also attracts a number of young people who
come into the unit without a scouting background, primarily because they have
friends who are Phoenix Explorers, who are having such a good time and who “bring
along a friend”. We will continue to encourage young people from all backgrounds to
become involved with Unit and if we maintain growth at the same pace, then
consideration at some point in the not too distant future, will need to be given to
establishing a second unit within the district.
The units’ annual programme continues to be wide and varied with camps such as
Lazy Camp and Winter Camp both being popular. The Unit lends support to District
Scouting Events such as Thunderbird and Family Camp. Similarly the Unit has
undertaken its own weekend events such as bike rides and hikes which are well
received. Participation in the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme continues to be
well subscribed with the added bonus of course being that the attainment of such an
award is always looked on favourably when making applications for a University
place.
The enthusiasm, skills and ever increasing knowledge of the younger members of
the Explorer Leader Team is invaluable in not only encouraging participation in the
outdoor pursuits which in my opinion form the bedrock of the units activities but are
vital if they are to take place at all. It is the case that in the modern world of scouting,
a permit is required for just about every activity that we do and as such some of our
young leaders spend a great deal of their own time working towards and achieving
the various levels of training, permits and qualifications that are required to “lead
parties of Explorer Scouts into the wilderness”. This commitment to training is over
and above the time that that is put into the Unit itself and I take the opportunity to
acknowledge it.
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The Unit continues to participate in and support County events and activities with
enthusiasm and one of our Explorer teams were fortunate enough to win the recent
County Monopoly Run. The scale of this achievement cannot be underestimated with
teams from all over the County taking part. It is essentially a “Treasure Hunt”
whereby teams have to make their way in a set time to locations across Tyneside
primarily by public transport and taking a “selfie” to prove that they have been there.
It is a question of planning the right route in the set time to maximise the number of
points gained and it is the very first County competition that the Phoenix Explorer
Scout Unit have won. I congratulate the winning team.
The Scout Movement simply cannot function without adult leaders and it is the
Explorer Scouts of today who will become the Scout Leaders of tomorrow. The Units
Young Leader Programme is popular with many of our Explorers and provides an
avenue for them to progress their scouting careers into the Network and beyond. It is
of course natural that many Young Leaders wish to simply return as Leaders to the
group or section where they came from i.e. Winlaton Scouts or Ryton Scouts etc.
This is of course in many cases about being in their comfort zone and whilst we don’t
want to upset anyone or push them away from Scouting it is a simple fact that their
“home” sections are not always where we need their services within the District. We
are a small District in terms of numbers of Groups and Leaders and as such we must
think on a District level as opposed to secluding ourselves within our own groups.
This is a philosophy, which if the movement is to continue to grow and thrive across
the District, we need to install within our Young Leaders from the outset. The District
Management Team are currently working on a number of policies and schemes
across the District which will implement this and broaden the leadership horizons of
our Young People.
At a personal level I have recently been appointed as the DESC (District Explorer
Scout Commissioner) after the previous holder of the role moved onto pastures new
within the County. I have a Scouting background which stretches back over forty
years when I joined 1st Blaydon Cubs as an eight year old. I have been a Scout
Leader all of my adult life and in the past have run the old Silverhill Venture Scout
Unit which were essentially the predecessors to the current Explorer Scout Unit
(albeit the age ranges do differ slightly). I have a wealth of Scouting experience and
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contrary to popular belief I did volunteer for this job and was most definitely not a
“pressed man”.
As the DESC I have a responsibility to ensure that that the Explorers in the District
have a suitably challenging programme. In respect of this I am keen to encourage
the Unit to be installed with the basic Scouting values and activities which make our
movement unique within society. In essence this means an emphasis on a
programme of traditional Scouting Skills, outdoor pursuits and badge work to
acknowledge the hard work that our Young People undertake. Whilst the national
model for Explorer Scouts does not advocate a patrol type system of operating on
the basis that Explorers should be treated “as grownups” it became very clear to me
early on that for certain activities the Unit would gain a greater benefit if it worked in
smaller teams. Therefore we have recently introduced a syndicate system within the
Unit. If for instance we are undertaking First Aid Training, the Unit splits off into
predetermined syndicates with an Explorer as the leader who then cascades the
training down to the other Young People. We have identified Explorers across the
Unit who have a predisposition to certain skills such as map reading or cooking and
divided them across the syndicates so that each syndicate has a good knowledge
base of Scouting Skills. The philosophy of this system is a simple one at all levels. It
allows the Unit take a greater responsibility for planning and running its own weekly
programme (we look for feedback from the syndicate leaders as to what works and
what doesn’t), it allows the development of leadership skills at the most basic of
levels and probably most importantly it allows our Young People to work together in
small teams encouraging them to become an active and contributing part of that
team. These are of course vital core skills which they can take forward with them into
higher education and the modern day work place.
We will continue to forge and maintain links with the various groups within the District
in order to ensure that older Scouts in Blaydon, Winlaton, Ryton, Chopwell, and
Crawcrook are fully aware and positively encouraged to move on up to the Phoenix
Explorer Scout Unit when they attain the relevant age. Similarly we link in with the
District network in order to provide our older Explorers with a vehicle to further their
enjoyment of Scouting as they go onwards into adulthood. Joint activities such as
next year’s International Trip to Switzerland, where we will be inviting older Scouts
across the District to attend and to which a number of Network members have
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already signed up to, will make great strides towards enhancing the links between
the various age groups and ensure a positive future for Explorer Scouting within
Blaydon District.
Finally I would like to take the opportunity to thank the Explorer Leader Team for all
of their hard work in the past year which has in some respects, because of changes
in personnel and certain requirements that have been placed upon us as a District by
the organisation, been something of a difficult one. Without the commitment and
dedication of Simon, Ruth, Malcolm, Sarah, Alex, Brandon and Ben the Phoenix
Explorer Scout Unit would simply not happen and for this I thank them.
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Delivered by Sarah Stokes, District Young Leader Unit Leader
We're having a great time for young leaders at the moment, with YL's placed in every group
and most sections across the district. Chopwell remains a difficulty to travel to, and some
sections are too popular leaving some YL's currently without a placement, but we're working
on changing both of those things.
In terms of training, we offer training on the last Monday of every month following the
planned module syllabus (it's available online if anyone wants to look it up), offer Module A
(the only essential module) 4 times a year subject to interest. We've had more YL's this year
completing the missions which allow them to plan and run sections of the programme, and
have had our first ever Young Leader belts awarded this year too.
Currently Jamie, Brandon and Ruth have offered to help with delivering training on a regular
basis, but with everyone being busy any additional support would be great. I'm also looking
for suggestions about any additional training we can deliver, anything you'd want YL's
joining your sections to know? If so, pass them my way. On passing suggestions my way,
Blaydon have told me about where they could do with some more assistance, and if there
are any other groups and sections please let me know and we'll do our best to nudge new
YL's your way.
Finally, I wanted to say thank you to everyone who's been involved so far, firstly to the adult
leaders supporting the YL's in your sections, and those helping to deliver the training. The
improvement in confidence, skills, and leadership qualities people across the district has
been great so thank you for taking the time to help them with that. We've got one of (if not
the best) supported Young Leader programmes in the county, and we couldn't do it without
you. Lastly to the young leaders - you've supported the district with many events across the
year that we couldn't have done without you. The amount of effort you put in is fantastic,
what you deliver for the kids in your sections is enjoyable, and it's a pleasure for all the
leaders in the district to be working with you all.
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Delivered by David Below, District Scout Network Commissioner
Now in my second year as DSNC I am really enjoying being involved with Network here in Blaydon.
We finished 2016 with 23 members and that has continued to rise since then, highlighting what a
fantastic group they are. While obviously a number of them are away a lot due to work or university
there is still a very solid core of people who remain highly active in organising trips and events which
is huge part of why Blaydon Network is so successful.
January 2016 saw a quiet start to the year but come February the events began to come thick and
fast. Pancake night saw a small group come together with the aim of celebrating the evening by
making pancakes and enjoying some laughs. In fact it saw them instead make a lot of mess but this
increased the number of laughs so it was still deemed a success! There was also a trip to the Escape
Rooms in Newcastle where two teams successfully managed to negotiate their way past a number of
puzzles, riddles and logic problems to escape from a locked room. Quite frankly I was amazed some
of them managed to find their way in to the room in the first place so again, another success.
Following on from that there were Network representatives at Durham’s ‘Cliimb When Ready Event’
who played a number of important roles throughout the day and who played a significant part in
offering our young people the chance to take part in such a great event. This event was particularly
pleasing for me as, along with a few other events that I am yet to mention, it proves how that our
members not only organise and run their own activities for themselves, but they are all clearly
dedicated to providing fun and exciting opportunities for all of our younger sections, both at a
County and District level.
Later in the year saw that core group, with a couple of extras, hold a few planning meetings in a
couple of local public houses where it was decided on which events were to be organised for the
remainder of the year. The first of these was to come in April where a group of us went across the
border and up to Glasgow to the indoor ski slope. This was a terrific trip for which some of us had to
have skiing lessons prior to going on however it was completely worth it and everyone had a
wonderful time. The only low point of the trip was when some of our younger and more able skiers
in the group decided it was a fun idea to begin terrorising me which resulted in me going head over
heels half way down the slope and then having to walk back up to collect my skis. For some reason
others didn’t see this as much of a low point but each to their own.
Following this our attention then moved to Kirby Shield. As it was our first year of taking a lead role
in organising it we were all desperate to make it a roaring success. A lot of time and effort went in to
organising it and everything ran like clockwork so a huge thanks to Howard and the other leaders in
supporting and allowing us to take a lead role, and a big thanks to all of those Network members
involved for making it in to the success that it definitely was. A total of 7 teams entered with Ryton
narrowly winning (congratulations to them) but with all teams doing a great job and all doing so with
smiles on their faces for the full weekend. Another example of our Network giving up significant
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amounts of their time to assist Howard in running a fantastic competition which will hopefully be
repeated this coming year.
After all of the time and effort that went in to Kirby Shield a number of members decided they
needed a break and rewarded themselves with a trip to the cinema to watch the eagerly anticipated
‘Finding Dory’.
Come September and it was back to traditional Scouting activities with Gilwell Reunion where a
small delegation of Network attended and metup with other Scouters from around the country.
In October a number of members attended an explorer meeting and ran a Network introduction
night to try and publicise and make the transition from explorers to Network as clear and easy as
possible and to try and encourage as many people as possible to continue in Scouting by making that
transition. Clearly that had a positive impact with 2 new members joining us later that month, both
of whom attended the next Network event which was an air rifle night hosted at Crawcrook hut. I
think those who attended enjoyed their evening however if anyone knows of a good plasterer who
specialises in filling in small holes in walls then we at Crawcrook would love to hear from you!
It was also around this time of the year that Jamie was able to secure a grant of £1000 to go towards
Network activities/equipment of our choice, so a very big thank you to him for that. So far we have
used some of the money to purchase a Network flag which we hope will feature in some of our 2017
events and will make us more of a known presence at District events.
The year ended with the addition of yet another member who had transitioned from Explorers, and
the County Christmas camp. This was another pleasing event for me as even though I couldn’t make
it myself, I know a number of our younger members attended without any of the more experienced
of us and it was great to see that we have a set of proactive and enthusiastic youngsters coming
through to continue ensuring our Network remains a strong unit,
The final event of the year was a local Christmas social evening held at Winlaton Vulcans where we
looked back over the past 12 months feeling quite pleased with ourselves for having such a
successful and active year. With lots more events planned for 2017 and more members set to join us
I am sure that 2017 will see Blaydon Network flourish even more than it did in 2016.
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BLAYDON DISTRICT AGM AND CELEBRATION EVENING
11 April 2016
AT RYTON RFC

MINUTES

1) Chairman’s Welcome
Graham Elder opened the meeting at 7.30 pm and passed on apologies, particularly from
David Stokes and Paul Smith.
2) Beaver Scout Report
Delivered by Helen Laird, DC, in line with the attached report.
3) Cub Scout Report
Delivered by Jamie Ion, District Youth Commissioner, in line with the attached report.
4) Official Business
a) Previous Minutes
i)

Approved

ii) No matters arising
b) Treasurer’s Report and Accounts
Read through and approved.
c) Election of Officers
Confirmed and approved as follows:
Ex-officio members:-

Graham Elder, District Chair
Helen Laird, District Commissioner
Jamie Ion, District Youth Commissioner
Sharon Carr, District Secretary
Paul Smith, District Treasurer
David Stokes, District Explorer Scout Commissioner
David Below, District Scout Network Commissioner
Elected Members - (maximum of 6 as per resolution passed):-
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Kit Carson, Acting GSL Blaydon
Brian Stubbs, GSL Chopwell
Peter Jensen, GSL Crawcrook
Richard Connor, GSL Ryton
Simon Babb, GSL Winlaton
Nominated members:Brian Edwards
Mick Wilkes (National Trust)
Co-opted members - Executive can co-opt up to 5 members in line with actual Elected
Members:None at this time
Other formal issues were:Re-election of Jamie Ion and Sarah Stokes as our Group Scouter representatives to the
County Scout Council.
Appointment of Auditor.
Passing resolution re maximum number of elected persons to the District Exec (6).
Passing resolution re defining a quorum for meetings of the Exec (5) and it's subcommittees (3)
5)

County Remarks

Stephen Ramsay (ACC Activities) spoke a few words, particularly an update on the changes at
Moorhouse. There is a new website and booking system, a reduction in prices and a general
cleaning and renovation of the site. There is also a new board overseeing Moorhouse.
Stephen stressed the importance and courtesy of booking a visit with the office to prevent
any double-bookings.
Stephen also he appealed for any leaders with permits to help run activities for the
forthcoming cub party weekend.
6) Scout Report
Delivered by Howard Gilfillan (ADC (Scouts)) in line with the attached report. In particular
Howard emphasised the ongoing review of the District Scout activities to ensure that what is
being delivered is what the young people want and need.
7) Explorer Scout Report
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Delivered by Ruth Stokes, in the absence of David Stokes, in line with the attached report.
8) Scout Network Report
Delivered by David Below, District Scout Network Commissioner, in line with the attached
report.
9) District Report
Delivered by Helen Laird, DC, in line with the attached report.
10) Award recognition and presentations
The names of peoples receiving awards were presented on the screen.
Wood Badges were presented to Peter Jensen and Alan Aydon.
Stephen Ramsay also took the opportunity to present the Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award to
Alex Haley. Annie Hall has also achieved this award.
11) Closing Remarks
By Graham Elder and meeting concluded approximately 9.10 pm.

16 April 2016
Sharon Carr – District Secretary
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For the period 1st January 2016 – 31st December 2016

Receipts
Donations, legacies & similar income
Membership subscriptions
Less: Membership subscriptions paid to County
Net Membership subscriptions retained

Unrestricted funds
2015

£

£
12,244.63
9,832.50
2,412.13

8,925.65
8,186.00
739.65

Sub total

4,687.48
250.00
495.26
7,844.87

10,688.19
250.00
454.57
12,132.41

Sub total

1000.00
750.00
1,750.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

Sub total

390.00
733.00
0.00
0.00
9,050.00
560.00
0.00
2,640.00
410.00
0.00
13,783.00

Sub total

230.83
230.83

0.00

Total receipts

23,608.70

13,539.79

Phoenix Explorer Scout Unit
Donations
Gift Aid
Grants
Scout Association
Gateshead MBC
Activities
District Swim
Sleepover
Winter Walk
Beamish
Family Camp
Cub Camp 2016
Cub Camp 2017
Pantomime
Cub 100
Sleepover 2017
Sundry Receipts
Sundries
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Unrestricted funds
2016

100.38

1,307.00

1,407.38

Payments
Section Accounts
Explorer Scouts

Sub total

Unrestricted funds

Unrestricted funds

2016
£

2015
£
6,068.04

9,480.61
0.00

6,068.04

9,480.61

419.82
732.65
80.20
0.00
9,050.00
790.83
25.00
2,376.00
1,155.02
100.00
14,729.52

147.00

Activities
District Swim
Sleepover
Winter Walk
Beamish
Family Camp
Cub Camp 2016
Cub Camp 2017
Pantomime
Cub 100
Sleepover 2017

Training & Administration
Adult Training
Stationery & Printing

1,160.00

1,307.00

155.00
66.00

20.00

221.00

20.00

0.00
69.13
8.96

65.20
175.00

78.09

240.20

0.00

0.00

Total payments

21,096.65

11,047.81

Net of receipts/(payments)

2,512.05

2,491.98

Transfers between funds

0.00

0.00

Cash funds last year end

8,631.56

Sub total
Sundry Payments
DC Expenses
Miscellaneous
Uniform & Badges

Sub total
Asset and investment purchases

Cash funds this year end

11,143.61
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Statement of assets and liabilities at 31 December 2016

Cash funds

District Bank Account
Reserves
Hardship Fund
Events & Savings Bank
Ordinary Funds
Explorers Bank Account

Unrestricted
funds

Unrestricted
funds

2016

2015

£

£

3,695.73

2,610.05

7,110.23

5,943.45

48.42

78.06

289.23

0.00

11,143.61

8,631.56

1,000.00
70.99
243.93
9,828.69

Explorers Cash in hand
District Cash in hand

Total cash funds
Details

Other monetary
assets

0.00

0.00
Current value

Details

Non Monetary
assets

Scouting Equipment

1,879.00

Amount due
-

Details

Liabilities

0.00
2015
1,879.00

2015

The above receipts and payments account and statement of assets and liabilities were approved
by the Trustees and signed on their behalf by
Signature
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Print Name

Date of
approval

Graham Elder

08/06/2017

Jamie Ion

08/06/2017
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The current Executive Committee for Blaydon & District Scouts stands as the following:

Helen Laird
District Commissioner

Graham Elder
District Chairman

Sharon Carr
District Secretary

Jamie Ion
Youth Commissioner

Kit Carson
Group Scout Leader
(Blaydon)

Brian Stubbs
Group Scout Leader
(Chopwell)

Richard Connor
Group Scout Leader
(Ryton)

Peter Jensen
Group Scout Leader
(Crawcrook)

Simon Babb
Group Scout Leader
(Winlaton)

Nathan Lynn
Assistant Group Scout
Leader (Winlaton)

Colin Hurst
District Explorer Scout
Commissioner

David Below
District Network Scout
Commissioner

Sophie Scotland
18 – 25 Youth Member

Jack Harrison
18 – 25 Youth Member

We are always looking for new members to join our executive committee, especially parents and outside
members which will enable us to broaden the scout of our committee. During this section of the meeting we
will present and accept nominations for our current and new members.
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Delivered by Helen Laird, District Commissioner
2016 was another amazing year, with some highs and lows like any year, but with our
continued determination, good humour and commitment to providing excellent Scouting
experience we managed to turn all difficulties into positive outcomes.
2016 was a busy year for all of us, as usual. We have had another successful year with even more
young people enjoying Scouts in each of their sections.
We have seen yet another year of growth over all within our District.
We have a good mix of male & female youth members throughout the sections within the District.
2016 provided us with a huge amount of events and activities, all well attended.
2016 was a great year to be a Cub Scout as it was the centenary year #Cubs 100
To mark this special year our District calendar included:
Cub/ Beaver Winter Walk
Cub LEGO day
District Swim
St George’s Day Parade & Service
Family Camp
Cubs Chopwell Woods activity night
District Cub Camp
Pantomime visit
#Cubs 100 – Party Night
21st April 2016 saw members of the District celebrate the lighting of a beacon in Blaydon along with
other members of the community for the Queens 90th Birthday celebration.
We have some new faces joined the District leadership team.
Duncan Graham has taken the role of ADC Adventurous Activities and Vicki Roddam has a role as
District Scouter, supporting various projects as requested.
Both have been appointed for their roles to support the District and to assist me as DC.
Howard continues within the role as ADC Scouts and continues to provide successful Scout
competitions each year.
All 5 Groups have excellent GSL’s and supporting teams in place.
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An amazing network of Training Advisers supported by Clive continue the good work; supporting new
adults and helping existing leaders complete their required training. Training of Leaders is a high
priority for everyone.
We continue our good relationships with many of our local councillors, MP and other organisations.
We have now established a partnership agreement with Gibside National Trust, allowing us unlimited
access to their property out of hours.
My thanks go to each and every leader within the district for your help, support, time and
dedication over 2016.
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Congratulations to the following youth and adult members who
have achieved awards throughout 2016.
Chief Scout Bronze Award
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Luke Wilson – 1st Winlaton Beavers
Tiana Webber – 1st Winlaton Beavers
Max Clark – 1st Winlaton Beavers
Dylan Brewis – 1st Winlaton Beavers
Gabriel Kennedy – 1st Blaydon Beavers
Nat Sabou – 1st Blaydon Beavers
Alice Lancon-Tachikawa – 1st Blaydon Beavers

Chief Scout Silver Award
•
•
•
•
•

Robert Clayton – 1st Ryton Cubs
Joseph Lonergan – 1st Ryton Cubs
Jake Harrison – 1st Ryton Cubs
Franky Thomas – 1st Ryton Cubs
Gabriel Kennedy – 1st Blaydon Cubs

Chief Scout Gold Award
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooper Britton – 1st Ryton Scouts
Ellie Cooper – 1st Ryton Scouts
Ellie Coates – 1st Ryton Scouts
Georgia Milbanke – 1st Winlaton Scouts
Jack Robson – 1st Winlaton Scouts
Matthew Robinson – 1st Winlaton Scouts
Peter Elder – Phoenix ESU

Chief Scout Platinum Award
•
•

Peter Elder – Phoenix ESU
Isaac Tarrant – Phoenix ESU
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Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
•
•
•
•

Stef Laird – Blaydon Network
Peter Elder – Phoenix ESU
Isaac Tarrant – Phoenix ESU
Anna Heath – Phoenix ESU

Duke of Edinburgh Gold
•
•
•

Alex Haley – Blaydon Network
Anna Woodward – Blaydon Network
Alaya Woodward – Blaydon Network

Durham County Young Leader’s Good Service Award
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sophie Scotland
James Harrison
Jack Harrison
George Sheard
Anna Woodward
Alaya Woodward

Young Leader Belt
•
•

James Harrison
Peter Elder

Adult Long Service Awards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jamie Ion (5 Years) – 1st Chopwell
Sarah Stokes (5 Years) – Phoenix ESU
Joseph Jensen (5 years) – 2nd Crawcrook
Andrew Edwards (5 years) – 2nd Crawcrook
Paul Smith (15 years) – Blaydon District
Brian Edwards (20 years) – 2nd Crawcrook
Bruce Hawkins (30 years) – 1st Blaydon

Adult Wood Badges
•
•

Duncan Graham (Scout Leader) – 1st Ryton
Clive Richardson (Group Scout Leader) – 2nd Crawcrook

Queen Scout Award
•

Jack Harrison – Blaydon Network
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